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Let 0 be a field of characteristic p (pT^O), G a finite group, and

consider finitely generated left UG-modules ("G-modules" for short).

The isomorphism classes of G-modules, relative to direct sum, form

a free Z-module a(G) called the representation ring of G. Let U be

some family of subgroups of G. An exact sequence of flG-modules

0 -» L -> M -* N -* 0

is called £/-split if its restriction to each HE U is split. Let i(G, U) be

the ideal of a(G) generated by all expressions [M] — [L] — [N] arising

from £/-split G-exact sequences. Then

a(G, U) = a(G)/i(G, U)

is the relative Grothendieck ring, and is a commutative ring with unity.

Finally, we use the notation M\ N to indicate that M is a direct sum-

mand of N; Mn denotes the restriction of M, and Va an induced

module.

Let us say that a G-module M is (G, U)-projective ii

a

M   Z (Mh)g-

(This generalizes the usual notion when U consists of a single sub-

group of G.) The (G, U)-projective modules generate an ideal k(G, U)

in a(G), and the map

K:k(G, U)-+o(G, U)

given by [Af]—>[Af] is the Cartan map. As shown by Dress [2], k is

monic and its cokernel is a ^-torsion group.

The present authors have investigated a(G, H) extensively, and

have shown [4], [7] that:

(i) If H is a normal cyclic ^-subgroup of G, then a(G, H) has a

finite free Z-basis.

(ii) If H is any cyclic subgroup of a £-group G, then a(G, H) has

a finite free Z-basis (and indeed, a(G, H)=a(H)).

We cannot expect that a(G, H) will always have a finite free
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Z-basis; in fact, when H=G the relative ring a(G, H) is just a(G),

and this is finitely generated if and only if G has a cyclic p-Sylow

subgroup, by [3]. On the other hand, all of the available evidence

[4]-[7] indicates that a(G, H) is always Z-free, but this is a difficult

open question.

The purpose of this article is to establish the comforting theorem:

If H is cyclic, then a(G, H) is a finitely generated Z-module.

This will appear as a special case of the Main Theorem given below.

We shall also sketch our calculations showing that a(G, H) has a

finite free Z-basis when G = A^ or St, and \H\ =2, where p = 2.

Main theorem. The relative Grothendieck ring a(G, U) is finitely

generated as Z-module if and only if each HE U has a cyclic p-Sylow

subgroup.

Proof. In one direction the result is straightforward: Assume

a(G, U) finitely generated, and let HEU. There is an epimorphism

a(G, U)—>a(G, H), whence a(G, H) is finitely generated. Since k em-

beds k(G, H) into a(G, H), also k(G, H) is finitely generated. This

implies at once (as in [3], say) that H has a cyclic p-Sylow subgroup.

Conversely, assume that each HE U has a cyclic p-Sylow subgroup.

Replacing each H by one of its p-Sylow subgroups does not affect

[/-splitting or (G, £/)-projectivity, so a(G, U) and k(G, U) are un-

changed. We may thus assume hereafter that U= [Hx, • • • , Hd\ is

some collection of cyclic p-subgroups of G, and we must show that

a(G, U) is finitely generated.

Let F{ , ■ ■ ■ , P/ be a full set of irreducible fiG-modules. They can

all be realized in some finite subfield Oo of A. In fact, let F{ af-

ford the (ordinary) character <£*, and let 00 be obtained from the

prime field GF(p) of fl by adjoining all of the character values

\<Pi(g):gEG, l^i^s}. Then (see [l, Theorem 70.23]) each F( is

realizable in fi0, that is, there exist S20G-modules P with F( = $2P,-,

lgj'gs.

Now let HE U he cyclic with generator a of order h, and set

a = a — lE&H, so ah = 0. Let F he an !20P-submodule of the &H-

module M, and put n = (F: fi0). We now prove by induction on n that

there exists an fi0P-submodule T of M such that

(T: fl0) ̂  hn,   F E T E M,   QT \ M.

Let w=gl and assume the result known if (P: fl0) <«. Since H is a

p-group, there exists a nonzero PPtrivial element xEF. Let xE<xmM

with m maximal, and write x=amy, yEM. Note that ax = 0 since x
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is il-trivial. Now set Y = &oH-y; we claim that QY = QH-y is an

iT-direct summand of M, and for this it suffices to prove that

arM C\QY = a'QY,       0 g r g h - 1.

Now each uE&Yis expressible as u= Zo at-a'y, aiE®. Let uE<xrM,

and let a3- be the first nonzero coefficient, so

u — aj-a*y + - • • + am-amy C arM.

Multiply by am~3, getting ajxEotr+m~3M, whence (since m was maxi-

mal) j^r. Then uEot'&YEof&Y', as desired, and we have shown that

QY\M.
Next observe that (F+Y)/Y is an S20r7-submodule of M/Q.Y of

O0-dimension:£w —1, so by the induction hypothesis there exists an

fioH-submodule T/Yoi M/QYsuch that

F + Y      T       M    OP M
(T/Y-.Qo) ^ h(n- 1),-C —C->-

7 Y      OF    OF OF

Here T is itself an SW-submodule of M, and YEF+YETEM.

Now write

M = OP + L, L H OP = OF,    L = 0//-submodule of M;

this is possible since QT/Q,Yis a direct summand of M/QY. But now

OF| M, SLYEL, so QY\L; hence L = QY@ W, say. Then M = SIT®W,
proving that QP| Af. Finally,

(P:O0) = (P/F:O0) + (F:O0) g h(n - 1) + h = hn.

This completes the induction proof.

We apply the above procedure to the irreducible 00G-modules

Fx, ■ ■ • , F, and an arbitrary QG-module M. Namely, if FrEM then

for each HE U we can find an Oo-££-submodule T of M satisfying

FT C T C M, OP | M„, (T: O0) bounded,

with the bound independent of M. Hence there exists a positive

constant c, depending only on the group G, with the following

property:

If F is any irreducible 12oG-module contained in an ftG-module M,

then for each i, l^i^d, there exists an Q0rPi-submodule Ni of M

satisfying the conditions

FENiEM,    (Ni-. Oo) g c, QNi \ MHi-
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We shall refer to the system

[F;Nx, • ■ • ,Nd;ax, ■ ■ • ,ad],

where each at is the fioPP-embedding of P in Ar,-, as a system derived

from M. Obviously each nonzero M gives rise to one or more such

systems.

Let M' be another ftG-module containing the same P, and let the

system [P; N{, ■ • • , Nj ; a{, • • • , aj } be derived from M'. We

call this system equivalent to the preceding one if there exist fto-P.-

isomorphisms ?»•: Ni=N( (l^i^d) such that Viai^ai, l^i^d.

Now each Ni is a vector space over the finite field S20, and the dimen-

sions of all {Ni} are uniformly bounded. Hence the number of equiva-

lence classes of systems which begin with any one of Pi, • • • , F„

must be finite.

For each <r, 1 5 j 5 j, choose a finite set of CtG-modules

{Ml: l^r^Ua} whose derived systems

[Fa;Nx,e, • ■ ■ ,Nd,c)ax,e, • ■ • ,ad,«]

represent all equivalence classes of systems which begin with P„.

We claim that the elements

(1) {[M\\ - [Ml/QFJ ;l^rg«,,lg^i}

generate the additive group a(G, U). Indeed, let M be any nonzero

fiG-module, and let us show by induction on (M: Q) that [M] is

expressible as a Z-linear combination of the above elements. Pick any

irreducible fiG-submodule QF,EM, and form a derived system

[F,; Nx, ■ ■ ■ , Nd; otx, ■ • ■ , ad], so that

F, C Ni C M, QNi | Mh„        l^i^d.

Choose r so that this system is equivalent to the one derived above

from MTC. Then for each i, l^i^d, the diagram

fiF„->M

Pi//
,/ u

¥//

in which the horizontal and vertical arrows are fiG-inclusions, can

always be completed by fiP/~,-homomorphisms p,-, t< to a commutative

diagram. Indeed, we have:
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OP, ̂  Wi I MHi

QNTi.,\ (M[)Hi

But there exists an fliTj-isomorphism v{: fiA.-^QA^ with Viai=aTit„.

Hence it suffices to choose Pi = Vi on flA,-, p, = 0 on a complement of

QAjin Mm', likewise, letT, = i'i_1on QNr(ia, andr, = 0 on a complement

ofOA^in(Af;K.
It now follows that if P denotes the QG-module defined by the

pushout diagram

OF„->Af

i        i

mI-+p,

then the sequences

0 -> MI -> P -► M /0P„ -► 0,    0 -► Af -► P -► M l/QF, -+ 0

are if.-split for each HtE U. Thus in a(G, U) we have the relation

[M] = [Ml] - [mI/VF,] + [M/OP,].

The last term is a combination of the elements in (1), by the induction

hypothesis. Hence so is [M], and the theorem is proved.

Of course this procedure is rather wasteful, since we obtain far too

many generators for a(G, U). However, if it is true that a(G, U)is

Z-free, then since its Z-rank is that of k(G, U), it can be generated

by just as many elements as needed to generate k(G, U), and we can

presumably determine the latter quite explicitly.

We now show what happens when p = 2, U={H}, |iJ|=2,

G = A\ or 54, to indicate the difficulties that one faces in trying to

reduce the number of generators for a(G, H).

Consider first Ai = (a, c\a= (12)(34), c = (123)), H=(a), fl any

field of characteristic 2 containing w, a primitive cube root of 1. We

claim a(Air H) is Z-free on 4 generators. There are 3 irreducible

^4-modules, given by

P,: a->l,c-»«*',       i = 0,1, 2.

For i^j there is an ^4-module F,y with

0 -> Fi -► Yij -*Fj->0 exact, (F,7)H ̂  QH, P, = a- F<y,

where a = a — 1.
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Let M be any -44-module containing Ft. Ii Fi(£aM, then since

(P<: Q) = 1 we have FiC\aM = 0 — aFi, and so F,- is an PPdirect sum-

mand of M. Hence when Fi(£aM we have

[M] = [Ft] + [M/Fi]    ina(Ai,H).

On the other hand if FiEaM, then there is a system derived from M

of the form [p; N; ax] in which FiENEM, N\Mh, (N:Q)=2,
Fi = aN. But iorj^i, Y{j gives a system equivalent to this one. Hence

we obtain in a(Ai, H)

(2) [M] = [Yij] - [Yij/Fi] + [M/Fi],

and of course [Yij/Fi] = [F,-]. It follows at once that the 6 elements

[Po], [Pi], [P2], [Tio], [Yn], [Y„] generate a(4«, P). Further, (2)

yields identities such as

(3) [Fio] - [Fo] = [FJ - [F2], [F2„] - [F0] = [F21] - [Fx]

etc. Finally let C=(c), lc = trivial C-module of dimension 1. It turns

out that there are a pair of FPsplit ^44-exact sequences:

0->Foi^(lc)4<-*F20-^0,

0-^F02^(lc)^-^Fio->0,

so [F20] + [Foi]= [F02]-f-[Fio]. Using (3) we obtain

[Yxo] = [F20] - [F2] + [Fx].

Multiplying by [Fi], we get [F2i] in terms of [Foi] and the F's. This

result, together with equations (3), show that a(Ait H) is spanned

by the 4 elements [F0], [Fi], [F2] and [Fi0]. Using the maps a(A4, H)

—>a(P) and a(A4, H)—>a(A4, 1), it is easily seen that a(Ai} H) is

Z-free on these 4 generators. In fact it follows that <p:a(Ai, H)

-*a(H)®a(Ai, 1) is a monomorphism. This means that the class of

any ^-module M in a(Ait H) depends only on the composition

factors of M and on the P-isomorphism type of Mb. This remark

enables us to resolve any [M] in a(Ait H) as a combination of the

four indicated generators. The ring monomorphism <p shows also that

a(Ai, H) is without nilpotent elements. Finally, routine calculation

shows that coker k is a (2, 2)-group.

Now let G = Si, and keep all of the above notation. We wish to

investigate a(G, H) with H of order 2. If H=((12)), then put K

= Klein 4-group, so KAG, PP\53 = 1, G = K-S3. By the Excision

Theorem [5, 3.2] we obtain a(G, H)^a(S3, H)=a(S3), the latter

since H is a 2-Sylow subgroup of S3- Hence a(G, H) is easily computed

in this case.
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Suppose hereafter that H=(a), with a = (12) (34) as above, and

set c=(123), <f = (1324), 5=d —1, so a = 82, and c, d generate G.

There are two irreducible ^-representations of G:

Eo—1, <*->!,       *,:<-(!    J),^(;   J),

and Ex = Fi = pf, with Pi, P2 the representations of 44 defined previ-

ously. There exist G-modules A01, A10, An giving nonsplit extensions

0 — £,• -♦ A„ -» Py -» 0,        (i,j) = (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1),

and such that

£0 = aXox,        Ex = aXxx,        (Ex C\ aA10: 0) = 1.

Indeed we have

An = F12,        A0i = Foi/£o,

where E0 is embedded in YM via E0—>FqE F0^. The relation

[F„] + [Po] = [F01] + [Ft]    in o(4 4, TJ)

gives

(4) [Au] + [Fo] = [Y°01] + [Ex]    in a(G, H).

Now P£ is iP-trivial, so [Po7] = 2[£0]. Also, £0O- F&, so F£ gives

the system [E0; N], N=QH. But A01 gives an equivalent system, so

(5) [A01] - [Xox/Eo] = [Yox] - [yI/Eo].

From (4) and (5) we get

(6) [An] = 2[A01] - 2[A„]    in a(G, E).

As a last preliminary step, we note the existence of a G-module L with

both sequences exact:

(7) 0 -» £0 -> L -> Xxi -» 0,        0 -> Ei -> L -»• Xn -> 0,

and

E0(X.aL,        (Eir\aL:ti) = 1.

We are now ready to prove that [£0], [£1], [A0i] are a free Z-basis

of a(G, H). Let M be any nonzero G-module. If £0CM, we have

Case i. E0<£aM. Then EoC\aM = 0=a£0, so (£o)/f| MH, and

[Af]= [£o]+[Af/£0] in o(G, H).
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Case ii. £0OAf. Then M yields a system [£0; A7] with N=QH,

N\Mh, Eo = aN. Since Aoi yields an equivalent system, we obtain

[Af]=[Aoi]-[Aoi/£o]+[A£/£0], and here [A„i/£0]= [£i].

On the other hand let £iCAf.

Case iii. ExC\aM =0. Then ExC\aM = aEx, so [M] = [Ex ] + [M/Ex ].

Case iv. ExEaM. Then M yields the system [£i; N], Ex = aN,

N=£IH+SIH, equivalent to that gotten from An. Hence [M]

= [Xxx]-[Xxx/Ex]+[M/Ex].

Case v. (ExC\aM: $2) = 1. There is a unique one-dimensional sub-

space 12eC£i such that 5e = 0, where 8=d — 1. But 8(ExC\aM)

EExC\aM, whence 5(£in«Af)=0, and so ExC\aM=Qe. This shows
that ExC\aM is independent of M.

Now £if\xAio = 12e, and we may write e = ax, xEXi0; choose

2GA10 with

Ei = Qax ® Oz,        Aio = 0* © Q-ax ® 03.

Also £if^aAf = Qe, so e = am for some mEM. The embedding Ex—>M

carries ax onto am, and takes z onto some element nEM. Set N

= Slm®Qam®Q.n; then N\Mh since NC~\aM = aN. There is an

//"-isomorphism t: Xxo=.N given by x—>m, ax—+am, z—*n, making

the diagram

£i      C      N

Xxo

commute. Extend r to a map of Aio into M, and define a map M—>Xxo

by letting it coincide with r-1 on N, and vanish on an /^-complement

of N. The Pushout Lemma [5, (3.1)] gives

[Af] = [A10] - [Ai„/£i] + [M/Ex] = [Xxo] - [E0] + [M/Ex].

These arguments show that [£o], [£i], [Aio] and [Aoi] generate

a(G, H). By applying Cases (i) and (v) to the module L in (7), we

obtain

[L] = [£„] + [An] = [A10] - [£0] + [Xn].

By (6) this gives [Aio] = [Aoi], so indeed the generator [A0i] may be

omitted. Using the maps a(G, H)—>a(G, 1) and a(G, H)-+a(H), it is

easily seen that a(G, H) is Z-free on [£o]. [£i], [Aio]. Also, as in the

case of 44, the class of [M]Ea(G, H) is uniquely determined by Mh
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and the 54-composition factors of M; furthermore a(Sit H) is free of

nonzero nilpotent elements.

Unfortunately we have not been able to generalize these methods

to establish freeness of a(G, H) in the case where H is any (non-

normal) cyclic p-group.
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